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avoid the lure of distraction and make intentional choices to
be active participants in each moment
gain clarity on the purpose and passion for their lives
build healthier relationships by paying attention to things of
worth, meaning, and importance
utilize mindset models to change the way we think

Every TV show, YouTube channel, podcast, social media
platform, news broadcast, social media influencer—all
strategically want one thing: your attention. In today's world of
endless hurry and distraction, we have difficulty focusing on
what's important, and spend most of our days seeing and hearing
without truly paying attention. Our lives are full of meaning—yet
we miss the giant revelations, ideas, and truths right in front of us
because we aren't actually looking for them.

In Listen to Your Day The Life-Changing Practice of Paying
Attention (Baker Books, 2023), bestselling author and speaker
Paul Angone helps readers fight to reclaim their own attention
and create a lifelong practice of paying attention to the things that
matter most.

In Listen to Your Day, Angone challenges readers to:

"We must fight to pay attention. To the right things. To things of
worth and meaning. To changing the way we see our day so that
we can truly see it for the gift it is," writes Angone.

Paying attention is a lost art. If you're ready to
master it, read this!"

—Jon Acuff, New York Times bestselling author
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About the Author

Paul Angone is one of the nation's most trusted and sought-after voices to young professionals,
people going through change and transitions, and those looking to live more intentional lives. The
bestselling author of 101 Secrets for Your Twenties, 101 Questions You Need to Ask in Your Twenties,
and 25 Lies Twentysomethings Need to Stop Believing, Paul is a dynamic keynote speaker at
universities, corporations, and churches nationwide. He is also the creator of AllGroanUp.com,
which has been read by millions in 190 different countries, and the All Groan Up podcast. He lives
just outside Denver, Colorado, with his wife, Naomi, and their four children.

Paul is a media spokesperson on the unique challenges facing Gen Z and Millennial generations
including topics like social media addiction—which he has extensively researched and defined as
"Obsessive Comparison Disorder" and "Obsessive Connection Disorder". Paul has done hundreds
of radio, TV, and podcast interviews. He frequently contributes and has been featured, in
publications such as Bloomberg, Chicago Tribune, Business Insider, Huffington Post,
EntreLeadership, Relevant Magazine, etc.

Paul is also an organizational consultant with a master's degree in organizational leadership, a
keynote speaker, and a Millennial influencer who specializes in helping companies attract, retain,
develop, and harness the best strengths of the Millennial and Gen Z generations. Paul has been
honored to work with amazing companies like Intel Security, Wells Fargo, and Aflac through
speaking engagements and Millennial influencer branding and awareness campaigns. 
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"I got distracted while writing this endorsement. If you got distracted while reading it, thank
goodness Paul wrote this book for both of us! Paying attention is a lost art. If you're ready to
master it, read this!"
—Jon Acuff, New York Times bestselling author of Soundtracks

"Listen to Your Day is going to help you clean your thinking and find a peace that you didn't
know was possible. Paul Angone addresses one of the biggest problems of our day. If you
have a smartphone in your pocket, you would be smart to read this book again and again."
—Jonathan Pokluda, bestselling author, host of the Becoming Something podcast, and
lead pastor of Harris Creek

"Paying attention just may be the most important thing we do as humans, and we often do
such a terrible job at it. Paul Angone's new book shows us how to fix that; it teaches us how
to be more human. This one is especially overdue."
—Jeff Goins, bestselling author of The In-Between

"There's a treasure chest filled with gold that's hiding in plain sight--right under your feet--
containing the answers to your biggest life questions and conundrums. If you are having
trouble finding this treasure, you are not alone. With his signature wit and wisdom, Paul
Angone is back with another beautiful book to help you dig deeper, dissolve distractions,
and listen even more closely to the clues already guiding you. Spend just a few short hours
with this book, and you will already gain a lifetime of habits to help you build a more
meaningful, fulfilling life."
—Jenny Blake, podcaster and author of Free Time, Pivot, and Life After College

"Paul is truly a champion for living purposefully and with intention. Listen to Your Day
provides both deep wisdom and a tangible road map for tuning out the noise we are all
bombarded with and tuning in to the things that will positively transform your heart--and
your life--one day at a time."
—Jenny Foss, author of Do This, Not That: Career
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Sample Interview Questions for Paul Angone
Listen to Your Day:

The Life-Changing Practice of Paying Attention

Thanks for joining us! Will you tell us a little bit about why you decided to write Listen to Your Day?
In part one, you write that our whole lives are influenced by what we pay attention to. What are some
examples of this in your own life?
You've written extensively about what you define as "Obsessive Comparison Disorder" and "Obsessive
Connection Disorder". What are these and how are they affecting our attention? 
You give plenty of tips on how to show another person love through the ways we pay attention in

conversations. What are some of these tips? 
All love languages first start with our ability or inability to pay proper attention. What's the
"relationship" that you see between building healthy relationships and our attention?
What does it mean that attention is a currency?
In Chapter 5, you write about the importance of awkward, boring, and quiet spaces. Why do our
minds need silence? Why do you think so many of us are uncomfortable in these spaces?
Why is it important to intentionally decide where our attention is being placed?
You say that our culture has lost the art, skill, and practice of paying attention. Why is this? How can
we regain this meaningful practice?
Even when we are "mindlessly scrolling" on social media, our mind is still working. What effect can this
have on our mental health?
Why is it important to do physical things in the physical world?
We are constantly saturated with information. How can we break free from information overload and
actually comprehend  what we are consuming?
You write that we often use our phones as a method of escape. Why?
It's extremely easy to fill the pauses in our day with distractions.  What are some ways we can break the
cycle and listen to our day?
Why is it necessary to give our mind a path and a purpose for each day? How does this bring clarity?
What are mindset models? How can we use them to change the way we think?
What is one action step our listeners should take after hearing your message?
Where can our audience go to connect with you and purchase a copy of Listen to Your Day?
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